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President’s Message

Paddle Newfoundland and Labrador members have had
quite a year, with glorious weather in August and
September making up for a dismal July. July’s weather
reminds us why paddling is the perfect activity in this
climate as we always dress for whatever nature sends
our way… would you have preferred paddling or golf in
July!
We have heard of paddling adventures throughout
Labrador, Placentia Bay, Notre Dame Bay and
Bonavista North. In the interior there were the usual
paddles on our rivers and ponds along with a 160km paddle from Gallants
through Grand Lake to Sheffield River. Yes, we have a fantastic resource, which
is attracting more and more from out of the country to pay us a visit.

Ebb & Flow Editor:

The Retreat was a wonderful event with two guest instructors/speakers, James
Roberts from Ontario and a lover of all things Greenland and our home boy, Kevin
Redmond, author, photographer, instructor trainer, canoeist, kayaker and a lover
Letters to the Editor:
of the outdoors, notably of resettled outports. Our guests could not do enough for
Address your letters and comments the 75 participants. James spent a full day up to his hips in Sandy Pond teaching
to ebbandflowstories@gmail.com
many through their first roll while Kevin had the biggest canoe participation in
Members are encouraged to submit years glued to his every word.
their suggestions and concerns.
Their presentations, including James movie, A Paddlers Pilgrimage describing his
Cover Photo: Indian River, Photo by trip to Greenland, and Kevin’s presentation illustrated by photos of a lifetime of
paddling the Province were very well received. Thanks to all the volunteers who
Kevin Redmond.
were critical in a most successful weekend. Next year will be the 15th Retreat. The
Board is committed to organizing a top notch event and hopefully we will receive a
Newsletter Submissions:
great response from past members…it’s time for a reunion!
Paddle Newfoundland & Labrador is
the provincial club for recreational
The PNL skills school was extremely well attended with over 40 participants. Jim
paddling.
Price passed away a day after he assisted with the course. We all miss Jim;
indeed it has been a rough summer.
Submissions for future issues of this
Throughout the winter the Club had 6 presentations and four special events in the
newsletter are welcomed. Not all
pool. These are a great reprieve form the winter weather and we look forward to
can be published and rights are
reserved to edit submissions for style, presentations in 2016. To date we have commitments for presentations on trips to
the Baha, Placentia Bay and Grand Lake. It is anticipated we will also be
spelling and length.
entertained by trips to Labrador. We hope to have these announced by the
Christmas party.
Janice Ortiz

www.paddlenl.ca

There were several club paddles. Summers are so busy, and when combined with
bad weather, it is apparent that not all our trips proceed. These club paddles are
vital to introducing new paddlers to paddling. Hey, thinking of new paddlers, the
Ebb and Flow features an article by a kayak rookie, Shane Bailey. Shane talks of
his initiation to sea kayaking and the benefits of joining the club. If you know of
anyone who is hesitant in joining the club, perhaps you could pass this article
along to them…they might be convinced to join.
Last year we introduced a season pass for the Pool which was very well received
and will be continued in 15/16. The Central Chapter also had pool sessions,
which the Board helped fund. The guys in Central had another successful Safety
Day, which received media coverage. As usual, they are a great support at the
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Retreat where they lead paddles and instructed in Sandy
Pond…thanks!

the first activity under my mandate, the celebration held on
November 10 to honour Jim Price. There was an excellent
turnout of almost 90 to hear presenters Mark Dykeman,
I have been extremely fortunate for the support of the Board Kevin Redmond and TA Loeffler recount their experiences
members and the many volunteers who have been
and activities with Jim. Darren MacDonald was MC for the
responsible for or contributed to the club activities over the
evening, adding some of his own experiences as well.
past three years. I am delighted Club members have
Several others also spoke up. Jim was further honoured as
stepped forward to assume positions on the PNL Board. It
only the fourth inductee to the Paddle Canada Paddling
is great to see they recognize the importance of the Club to Wall of Honour, joining such illustrious people as Bill Mason
the development of safe, fun paddling. It has been a great
and Kirk Whipper. A KNL award, the Passion for Paddling
three years, during which I have met many wonderful
Award, was also announced, and will be awarded annually
people.
at the KNL Retreat in May. The hat was passed around
near the end of the meeting and $709.70 was collected to
Best wishes for a healthy and successful 2016.
forward to Jim’s favourite charity, Beagle Paws. After the
meeting, in a more private moment, a paddle with
Hazen, Outgoing President
signatures of those in attendance at the meeting was
November 5, 2015
presented to Jim’s wife, son and daughter.
This is the first edition of Ebb and
Flow since the 2015 AGM of PNL
and the first opportunity for me as
your recently elected president to
introduce myself. Hi, I’m Alan
Goodridge.

A very special thanks to Hazen Scarth, who organized this
event, and to all those who helped in any way. I hope that
all activities and events in my term as president will be as
successful as this one.
Alan Goodridge, Incoming President

Seeing that the magazine is ready
for print and I have been informed
that I have little space, I am going
to take that space to comment on

Making Waves Award - Craig Moores
Paddle Newfoundland and Labrador is delighted to announce
this years recipient of the "Making Waves Award" which was
presented to Craig Moores last night's Annual General
Meeting of PNL. The award was presented by Austin
Anthony, last years winner.
The Making Waves Award is awarded to those who have
demonstrated leadership and have made a difference to PNL
"through a single event or series of events, e.g.., chairing and
organizing the Annual Paddling Retreat." Craig has organized
several Retreats, Safety Days, was Vice President for two
years, President for two years and Past President for the past
three years. Craig has delivered the Paddle Smart program
to youth and has been an instructor at PNL's annual skills
school.
Craig has been a constant on the PNL Board, Kayak
Newfoundland and Labrador, Tumblehome Canoe Club and
the Provincial Paddling Association. Craig's dedication to the
paddling community has been extraordinary and always
without fanfare.
Congratulations Craig!
Photo by Hazen Scarth
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14th Annual Retreat
By Lee Gilbert

Imagine a tiny village full of people sharing interest in paddle
sport. Every driveway adorned with canoes and kayaks.
Drysuits and wet gear; hung haphazardly along each cabin's
vestibule. Envision a friendly chat awaiting at each cabin's
porch; usually with a few choices of poison flowing in the down
time. Our dozen or so cabins nestled just on the edge of Terra
nova National park transformed into this idyllic paddle
community for the 14th annual retreat.
After a night of a few drams, conversation, and a excellent
spread of food; we awoke early to take to the brine of Clode
sound in Charlottetown. Under beautiful summer like
conditions we departed in our groups. I commented to our
guest coach James Roberts as we launched this was by far
the most beautiful may 24 weekend I had ever seen in my
life.
However...... The sea began to grow as a NE wind pushed
down the sound. It didn't take long for it to kick up past the
comfort of some of the less experienced paddlers and a good
call was made by the trip leads to pull off the ocean early, one
capsize near the impromptu take out evidence of their good
call. People were ferried back to their vehicles as myself and
a few lads played in the waves paddling back to the original
take out on our own time.
What was great to see was an atmosphere of inclusion on
the day paddle. The more experienced helping folks having
trouble. Tip's on paddle strokes shouted over the building
wind and sea. It was really great to see such community of
subsumption thriving in the 1m breaking wind waves. Back
at our paddler town we finished up our evening watching the
award winning film a paddlers pilgrimage courtesy of James;
then turned in for the night.
Bright and early the next am we took to the aptly named
Sandy pond for a skill's day. Hearing "I got it!" screamed in
excitement by a paddler in a balance brace was exciting to
hear. The lad's taught rescues and Greenland paddling as
canoeist flipped many a canoe learning their bracing. I spent

the morning rolling in the warm pond waters....Not a bad way
to spend a day.
We had a wonderful chili lunch and after a day on the pond
retreated back to our cabins. After a more formal roast beef
supper we settled in for a thought provoking presentation by
Kevin Redmond on "Place", being a outsider, and resettled
communities. I think everyone picked some place out his
beautiful photography on resettled towns to visit in the coming
paddling season.
As I packed up my car to head home after such a stellar
weekend offers of paddles down in central, plans to visit my
neck of the woods danced among handshakes and pats on
the back. A big thanks to our presenters and coaches who
made the weekend enjoyable. Not to mention the folks from
PNL who organized this retreat.

Photo by Lee Gilbert

Photo by Lee Gilbert
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Photo by Narcissus Walsh

Photo by Narcissus Walsh
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Photo by Darren McDonald
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Photo by Darren McDonald
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Paddle NL Retreat 2015: Whitewater Trip Report,
Piper’s Hole River
By Sarah Evans

The road trip to my first PaddleNL Retreat back in May started at the generosity and enthusiasm of our local paddling
out a little rocky, but luckily I don’t believe in omens.
community.
After hitting the roads several hours later than we’d planned,
I realized somewhere near Butter Pot Park that the one piece
of gear I managed to forget was our all-important insulated
water shoes. Oops. Steve and I doubled back towards
Paradise on the chilly and darkening TCH to retrieve them.
When we arrived at the abandoned Piper’s Hole campground
a few hours later, eyes strained from moose-watching, a good
hot meal and a cozy fire finally put us back to rights.
We woke early to the most beautiful morning of the year thus
far, sun shining and hardly a cloud in the sky. The whitewater
gods must have been smiling on us. Vehicles loaded with
kayaks were soon bumping over the road and up to our tent.
I met the grinning faces behind the e-mails—namely our
fearless trip leader, Darren McDonald—and we stood around
a few minutes getting acquainted
before battling our way into drysuits
and sprayskirts.
We ended up with a well-mixed group
of ten paddlers: three skilled
whitewater kayakers, two very young
and very intrepid whitewater-junkiesin-training, and a handful of relatively
new whitewater enthusiasts, including
a first-time river paddler, sophomore
kayakers Steve and myself, and a sea
kayaker couple from British Columbia
looking for a new type of adventure in
their robust inflatable tandem kayak—
instantly dubbed “the bus.”

A few hands took their first trip down the rapid under the
concrete bridge, laughing and spluttering in the spray and
everyone agreeing we were jealous of the big solid inflatable.
Then we loaded up a quad-trailer to drag the boats two
kilometers up to the top of the run.
To me, a relatively new whitewater paddler, Entrance Rapid
was the start of a manky-looking stretch of water. From the
calm, pond-like steady above, the water tumbles over a
river-wide ledge into a complicated S-shaped series of waves
and haystacks, dropping finally over another narrow ledge on
river left. Entrance Rapid, Darren had warned us, usually
looks more imposing than it is because it’s the first rapid on
the river when you’re barely warmed up. But it’s neither a
short nor cute little set of waves. I swallowed hard and shook
my head, opting instead to act as
designated photographer for the
more adventurous of our group.
The few of us who stayed on the
riverbanks took up positions on
the rocks and enjoyed a master
class performance from the
veterans and young yakkers.
Jamie took a path down the first
ledge and across the current to
peel into a small eddy on river
right, then paddled across again
to eddy out near where we stood.
Then he quickly peeled out to ride
the haystacks before expertly
launching off the bottom ledge.
Most paddlers took the same
route, with the exception of one
intrepid soul who ran the whole thing in one go—backwards.
(I hope there’s a picture of that somewhere!) Steve mannedup and ran it twice, ending his second run with a perfect boof
off the bottom ledge.

There was a run-through of river
signals (“if things turn dicey, pat the
top of your head to tell us you’re still breathing”), a flurry of
waivers (always such jocular reminders of our mortality), and
then a well-timed pep talk from Darren. He made a point of
insisting everyone let him know if we got going too fast or too
slow out on the river so that everyone got the maximum
benefit out of our excursion.
Just below Entrance Rapid was a nice little surf wave to spend
some time playing and testing our balance. The tandem
Finally, we put in just below the bridge to warm up with some kayakers had a blast holding their vessel sideways in the
basic paddling techniques and to practice eddying-in and current, while Steve managed his first combat roll after the
peeling-out in the strong current. As Jamie—one of our recirculating current caught his edge and flipped him briefly
seasoned veterans—instructed his daughter about how to out of sight. I busied myself practicing eddy-line turns while
edge your boat into a turn by leaning as you would on a the playboaters surfed and surfed, until we decided as a group
bicycle, I elbowed in on their lesson laughing an apology. to carry on downstream.
From that moment on, Jamie grinned and addressed the
group when he offered advice, and I was struck once again Next up was a powerful class III section of waves that ran
through a narrower stretch of the river. Darren instructed us
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to catch the eddy at the bottom lest we continue on to the
more complicated rapid not far below. “Paddle hard,” he
reminded us, “and then paddle harder. Make sure you catch
that eddy line.”

ledges and falls that were slightly beyond the skill level of
exactly half of us. Darren assured us we’d still get to run the
bridge rapid again at the bottom, and I took up my position
as photographer once again as the seasoned boaters boofed
off the first and second ledges, once again making it all look
Off we went, and I paddled. Hard. Paddling in powerful water easy.
is good heart-thumping work, and when I finally caught the
eddy—a second eddy, in fact, just around the corner from the As the rest of us hauled our boats down the riverside trail, we
one everyone else had peeled-into—I sat back to catch my kept on eye on our practiced comrades and got to watch them
breath as Darren and all hands came whooping and hollering scout and finally plunge over a couple of drops near the
around the corner. We all sat back and chuckled as the bus bottom of the river. As they paddled the final steady down
duo came last, riding the big waves with ease, their paddles towards us, we jumped in our boats to head back down to the
hoisted in the air.
bridge rapid as a group. Darren hurried ahead of us to snap
The sun sparkled off the faceted surface of the water, and I a few action shots as we splashed by.
think we could all have agreed there was nothing any of us
would rather have been doing on that beautiful day.
Steve and I went first, and behind us everyone filed down the
final drop to cheers and whistles—including raucous applause
Our next rapid involved some nice big water, including one for one of the young paddlers who flipped his boat to bring
beefy, sidewinding standing wave, followed by some the day’s tally of involuntary swimmers up to two.
interesting features below that required more specific As we peeled out of our sweaty drysuits and enjoyed a quick
instructions: “There is a hole just below the rapid, out towards snack and the good company for another few minutes, I
the middle of the river. So when you run the rapid all the way realized I’d gotten far more than I had expected out of our
over on river right, you want to either stay all the way right, trip.
or get all the way river left in a hurry. DO NOT get out in that
hole.”
I am still fairly new to the world of whitewater kayaking, and
on this day was surrounded by new people and paddling a
This time as I looked across the river at the churning water new river, but nothing could have been more confidenceand this mysterious hole downstream, I wished I’d made a inspiring than the encouragement and patience of
run at Entrance Rapid and decided I was not going to be left experienced paddlers. I couldn’t be happier that my first swim
on the sidelines here. This time I nodded my head and said, happened amongst people who knew exactly what they were
“I’m going for it!”
about, and who love their sport enough to be generous and
patient with newbies like us. The fact that we all joked and
After watching a few other paddlers make the line look easy, smiled throughout even the challenging sections of the river
Steve followed me down towards the rapid calling out a quick says a lot about this wonderful group of individuals. (Not to
“good luck, Shrimpy!” as I hit the first wave. As I bobbed along mention the fun of whitewater kayaking!!)
into the meat of the rapid, suddenly the big twisting wave
ahead was above me, then abruptly beneath me and twisting My first PaddleNL Retreat whitewater excursion was a
me off to the side. Better planning or a well-timed high brace completely wonderful experience, and I’m already looking
might have saved me, but it was too late—I flipped my boat. forward to next year.
I bobbed under the brown waves and don’t recall lifting the
tab on my spray skirt before finding myself splashing along Once again, a huge thank-you to Darren and to Jamie for the
through the rest of the rapid next to my boat.
expert advice, and to everyone for making the day such a
memorable experience.
I remember swimming right and then left, trying to make sense See you next year!
of the voices calling out from the shore. Darren was there
seconds later, and I came up spluttering to grab the bow of
his kayak. I patted frantically at the top of my helmet, more
embarrassed than panicked as I tried to laugh a few mouthfuls
of water up off my chest. The sea kayakers swung by with
high fives and plucked me from the bow of Darren’s kayak to
deposit me ashore, while the boys collected my paddle and
emptied out my boat. “Brave Shrimp, went for a little swim,”
Steve winked at me. I raised both arms over my head and
proudly proclaimed I had been officially baptized.
I’d had my first epic swim, and it couldn’t have been under
better circumstances.
We all piled back into our boats and enjoyed a short paddle
on a sparkling steady. Just downstream from the Shrimpeater
rapid, the river narrows into gorges that funnel water over

Ebb & Flow
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PNL Central Chapter Annual Safety Day
By Chris Vincent

The PNL Central Chapter held its annual Safety Day at
Woolfrey's Pond Municipal Park, Lewisporte, on Saturday,
June 27. Twenty-two people from all parts of the central
region attended and it is noteworthy that seven of the
participants were under the age of eighteen. Two people
participated in a tandem canoe.
The session began with a welcome and discussion of
necessary equipment and the need for safe paddling
practices, followed by two hours of skills practice and
demonstrations on the water. Under the leadership of
George Burke, Barry Hicks and Chris Vincent small groups
practiced boat handling skills and paddle strokes while they
had an enjoyable paddle on the pond. Since most of the
participants were not wearing thermal protection the groups
were gathered together and those who were prepared for
the cold water provided demonstrations of various assisted
and solo rescue techniques. Opportunities were given for
those who wished to participate in rescue scenarios or
practice specific rescues to do so.
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After two hours on the water participants were served lunch
and a broad range of paddling related prizes were drawn
for, all compliments of PNL. This also provided us with a
great opportunity for discussion
and questions and answers.
The day was extended with a short sea kayaking trip on the
Bay of Exploits, for those who were prepared and wished to
do so. Seven paddlers did this trip and it was memorable in
that two icebergs were within exploring distance. This gave
us the opportunity to visit icebergs, get some great photos,
and discuss safety practices when viewing those beautiful
but potentially deadly features of spring paddling seasons in
Newfoundland and Labrador waters.
It seems that everyone went away with a big smile on
his/her face. Central chapter of PNL extends our thanks to
PNL for providing lunch and prizes. Your support makes it
possible to reach out to new paddlers and get them
involved in paddling with more experienced paddlers,
hopefully to the benefit of everyone. Thanks must also be
extended to the town of Lewisporte for making the park
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The Greenland Paddle - Pain Relief
By Richard Hayes

People sometimes ask why I use a Greenland paddle - a
GP - and I tell 'em that apart from the fact that they're light,
and I can make one for the price of a cedar 2x4 and a
couple of hours of enjoyable work with very basic tools, the
GP has helped me with joint pain issues. I think it's a result
of the blade shape, and how it affects shock-loading on
joints that aren't as young or tough as they used to be.

stroke, which can really add up over the course of a day on
the water. Of course, as you follow through the stroke, the
force exerted continues to be better distributed than it is with
a Euro paddle, given the Euro's large blade well out from the
body. And the natural buoyancy of the wooden blade also
helps recovery, as it wants to 'pop' to the surface rather than
be lifted out of the water.

The Euro paddle has a large working surface area - the blade
- located at the end of the paddle shaft - a lever, in effect.
When it 'catches' the water, there's a lot of resistance
concentrated a long way from the body - think of lifting
something from the ground tied to the end of a stick - the
further away it gets, the harder it is to lift.

If you'd like to try a GP, but don't want to spend money on a
commercial one until you've tried it, ask anyone who uses
one to let you try theirs - we usually have a spare or two
kicking around, which is how I acquired my first - and still
favourite - GP. If you find you like it, check out the plans for
GPs on the 'net - they're not at all hard to make. My 1st came
from a friend, the second one I made myself, the third was
A GP, on the other hand, has a much longer and slender better, the next one better again.
blade, with the resistance distributed along its length, and a
shorter shaft. This results in a softer 'catch', much like using
a shorter stick to lift something from the ground. The result
is less initial strain on the wrists/elbows/shoulders with every

Publishers Ad
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St. Phillips Evening Practice
By Dean Fillier

I purchased my first kayak in June of 2008. Being new to
kayaking, I had a big learning curve ahead of me. Everything
I did that was related to kayaking was new to me, and some
things were even a little scary.

asking one of the level four paddlers that was there “can you
paddle with someone in the water holding onto your boat?”
The response was to “try it” and he jumped out of his boat
and grabs my stern toggle…

I remember in the fall of 2008 reading postings on the
paddling newsgroup about some kayakers who had decided
to start doing Thursday evening practices at St. Phillips. I
thought that would be a good idea for a newbie like me. I
only had my kayak for a few months but I knew enough to
know that I desperately needed to work on skills. But then I
read a posting on the newsgroup of which part of it read:

Without a doubt, taking paddling courses is the best way to
kick-start the learning process, but you do have to get out
there to improve upon your educational experiences. Until
you get out there and try things, under the eyes of
experienced paddlers, in a more controlled environment, you
will not know if you can do a T-rescue or a roll in 3 foot waves,
or if you can paddle into 45 km winds, or if you will panic when
the wind suddenly changes around and really whips up the
waves forcing you to head for the beach for an unplanned
take-out. And if you practice with the people that you often
paddle with you will each have a good idea of each others
skill levels and you will know you can depend on each other
in the event that someone takes an unexpected swim.

As a reminder these sessions are for experienced (level 2 or
equivalent) paddlers to practice self rescue and group rescue
techniques in more difficult conditions with peers available to
either practice on or get you out of the poop as needed. It is
not a training session and no instruction will be provided - just
helping one another out when required. This is not a KNL
activity in the formal sense.
The purpose of the Thursday evening practices at St. Phillips
is simple. It is an opportunity for experienced, knowledgeable
This was a disappointment. Not being a “level 2 or equivalent” paddlers to hone their current skills and even learn new ones
paddler the invitation to partake was not extended to me. I from each other. Less-skilled paddlers can try new things
tried to convince myself that I understood the reason why under the watchful eyes of the more experienced paddlers.
lesser skilled/experienced paddlers were not invited. My Then we can try the things we’ve learned previously when
exclusion based on my lack of skills stuck in my mind during we get an evening when the wind is up, or there is more swell
the fall and into the spring of 2009. I made it a point to get to then before.
the pool sessions to practice and learn skills before the
kayaking season started up again in the spring. Then near I encourage new and novice kayakers to come to the St.
the end of May there was another posting regarding practice Phillips weekly evening practices. I also encourage the
at St. Phillips. In part it read:
experienced kayakers to come out to these practices and try
to pass on some skills to the lesser experienced paddlers.
St. Philips is a great location to practice for paddlers of all In the end, it’s all a great bit of fun and a good way to interact
skill levels. The prevailing SW winds and seas allow you to with like-minded fellow paddlers.
practice in increasingly active water by working gradually
further out from the protection of the point SW of the harbour. [Note: this year the practices were moved to Wednesday’s.
(We) plan to keep these sessions going again starting this They are finished for the year no, so be sure to watch for
Thursday. Bring a friend, stay in your boat, do whatever you when they will start up again next year]
want to work on to improve your skills. Come every week or
whenever you want to.
Well now, it seemed that there was a shift in attitude and the
invitation to attend had been extended to even low-skilled
paddlers like myself to get on the water and try to become a
better kayaker. I now looked forward to the paddling season
with even more enthusiasm and so I went to St. Philips for
my first Thursday practice at the end of May.
I remember when I attended the first few times. I admit I was
apprehensive due to the fact that I had very little skills and
kayak knowledge compared to the other paddlers that were
there. Experienced paddlers would come alongside and
encourage me to get out of my boat to practice rescues or to
try one thing or another. One particular evening I remember
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PNL Annual Skills School - 2015
Photo’s by Chris Smith

Late May - Early June is the one time of year that Paddle
Newfoundland and Labrador offers a Paddle Canada sanctioned Skills School to the general public and it's members.
All courses are taught by Paddle Canada certified instructors
and the school is 100 % insured. We offer courses, for the
absolute beginer and for the intermediate. Open to all ages
but applicants under 16 years old must be accompanied by
a parent or guardian.
Basic Kayak Skills is the first Paddle Canada Kayaking
course for beginners to the world of Kayaking. You will
receive a Paddle Canada certification after completing this
course.
Pool Session is May 31 and the Pond Session starts Friday,
June 3, 2016 to Sunday, June 5, 2016. (Depending on
Course chosen)
Kayaking Course:
- Kayaking Basic Skills
Canoeing Courses:
- Introduction Lake Tandem
- Intermediate Lake Tandem
- Introduction Lake Solo
Note: all courses are Paddle Canada Certified and all Instructors are Paddle Canada certified. If Applicants are
younger than 16 years, they must be accompanied by a
parent or guardian.
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More Retreat
Moments
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Photo by Lee Gilbert
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Arms Wide Open and Other Lessons I learned from
Jim Price
By TA Loeffler

Jim Price lived his life with his arms
wide open. He met everyone and
every experience with a grand hug, a
broad smile, and twinkle in his eye.
You always knew the moment Jim
arrived at any gathering. The energy
in the room was immediately uplifted
by his buoyant spirit and you knew
his booming laughter would soon fill
the space inviting you to draw closer
to hear what he had gotten into lately.
Since Jim’s death on Wednesday,
we’ve all been overwhelmed with
shock and grief that he was taken
away from us so suddenly and
without warning. Between these huge
waves of emotion, much like the huge
waves off the coast of Newfoundland
that Jim loved to paddle so much,
we’ve been telling stories. Stories of
Jim, stories of our adventures with
Jim, and most poignantly, we’ve been telling
the stories of what Jim taught us through the
way he lived his life. Arms wide open.
Jim was a teacher. I swear that he taught
half of the province to paddle. Paddle a
kayak. Paddle a canoe. Even a paddle
board. I remember seeing him just after he
completed a paddle board instructor
certification course. He spoke with great
excitement of having another paddling sport
to instruct, another way to encourage others
to join him in his beloved outdoors, on his beloved waters. Jim taught me
to whitewater kayak soon after I arrived in St. John’s twenty years ago. It
was the beginning of a dear friendship that spanned rivers, waves, peaks,
and canyons. I followed him down rivers that were likely beyond my skill
level but I knew he had my back, that he could pull me out of any situation
that I got myself in. He was like a mother duck leading her ducklings into
the current for the first time. He picked the right course, showed the way,
looked back over his shoulder, and called out a deep belief in what you
could do.
You see, another gift that Jim had and gave, was a deep, abiding
confidence in himself and in you. I’ve been watching videos of trips that
Jim and I shared. He was often the cameraman because of his skill. He
could go out ahead and position himself to catch the action. As he
captured the scene, his commentary was a mix of sportscast and
encouragement. He could both comment and coach. In hindsight, you
could tell how close you’d come to capsize or other disaster by how
quickly Jim was calling out instructions. The harder and faster he called
out for you to paddle, the harder and faster you’d better paddle. Once the
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excitement had been mitigated by your newfound
paddle speed, his voice immediately returned to
calm praise for what you had just accomplished.
Jim was a “yes” man of the finest kind. We can
hardly remember a time he said no. “YES, you can
run this rapid!,” Jim must have said to a hundred or
more of us. “Yes, you can borrow my boat,” he
answered many a time. “Yes, I’ll share all the beta
I learned last week on my scouting mission–come
on over and I’ll show you the maps,” Jim said to
anyone who asked. Generous. Gregarious.
Gracious. Jim gave much and often. He gave of
himself, his knowledge, his skills, and his
leadership. He completed many first descents of
rivers around the world and throughout
Newfoundland. He also completed hundred’s more
descents of the same rivers while teaching and
coaching others. Whether you were meeting Jim
for the first time or for the hundredth, you knew Jim
was fully in, fully present, and fully
ready to do whatever the moment
demanded/requested of him. From
Jim, I learned to say yes every when
every fibre of my fear was yelling no
while at the same time, respecting
the water and the hazards and
knowing when to get off the sea or
when to walk around a rapid. One
time, while we were in the Grand
Canyon, I was totally spooked by a
rapid. He gently tried to coach me
through it but when he realized that
this one had too much of a hold on
me, he volunteered to first take his
kayak through, and then walk back
and row my raft. A big hole managed
to grab the raft for a spin but Jim
calmly and skillfully coaxed it out and
then gave me back the oars and said,
“You got this-let’s go down river.”
Jim was a storyteller. His love of
telling stories and jokes is legendary.
Whether he was cooking for clients on a trip he was guiding or
teaching a paddling class for my students, he livened the moment with
a story or two. Jim loved a campfire. He could turn out a gourmet meal
over one but mostly I remember how much he liked to relax by the fire
telling stories and spinning yarns. Long into the night, either with
friends or alone, he would keep the fire burning and the next morning
tell stories of the blazing white moon, the magical starlight or the
dancing of the colourful northern lights. Jim sucked the marrow of his
days’ bones. He savoured and reflected on the day, on the trip, on his
life through the art of story so it seems fitting as we celebrate his life
that we tell stories, lots of stories, of Jim and his deep and profound
legacy he has left for his family, for us, for the province. Rest in peace
Jim-though it’s hard to imagine you resting as it’s something we never
saw you do much off. Wherever it is you or your spirit is, I hope there
is plenty of firewood, water in your kettle, and a story to tell.
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Paddling: A Family Affair

Sawyer Lewis Photo by Johnny Lewis

Nicholas Ball Photo by Brad Ball

Safety First for Sasha and Riley Photo by David Cantwell
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River Lewis Photo by Johnny Lewis

Zoey Photo by J Lewis

Bill Michielsen with granddaughter Mackenzie
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Lily Walsh, Long Pond, Photo by Narcissus

Peter Haliburton and Lucy enjoying the sunset Photo by
Roxanne Haliburton

Physiotherapy - Massage Therapy -Acupuncture
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Visit our website at
www.backontracknl.com
backontracknl@nf.aibn.com
Tel: 738-8080
Fax: 738-8090
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Icebergs and Sea Kayaking
By Bob Gagnon

Photo by Tim Curtis
Newfoundland is surely one of the most interesting and
beautiful places in the world for sea kayaking. Where else
can the combination of wild life (e.g. whales and birds),
majestic scenery, and visual clarity of seawater be found?
And be found with such ease! A good example, amongst
many, is Bell Island, a wonderful paddling site, just minutes
from the cities of Mount Pearl and St. John’s.

formed the ice in glaciers thousands of years ago. Most
icebergs seen around Newfoundland originated from glaciers
on the west coast of Greenland. Icebergs get their blue/green
tint because ice absorbs light radiation in the red and infrared
part of the spectrum. Sometimes you can see very distinct
narrow dark blue bands in an iceberg. These bands are
actually regions of bubble free ice. They formed when
fractures occurred in the parent glacier before the iceberg
In the spring and summer of most years we also get awesome was calved. These fissures filled in with fresh water that froze
visitors from the north, icebergs. It is impossible to describe, into clear bubble free ice.
or even capture on film, the brilliant white color with delicate
blue and green hues that emanates from an iceberg floating As beautiful as icebergs are, however, they have some
on a blue sea under a clear sunny sky (Image 1, Bay Bulls terrifying aspects and necessarily demand rfilm makers and
iceberg). The large size of some icebergs enhances their writers, most people have a pretty good sense of just how
beauty, but even the small ones have their own charm in the nasty icebergs can be. While there are obvious reasons for
shapes and patterns they exhibit (Image 2, Torbay bergy bit). big and medium size ocean going vessels to avoid close
Iceberg ice is primarily white in appearance because of the interaction with icebergs, there are also considerations for
scattering of light by multitudes of tinny air bubbles. These smaller vessels, even as small as sea kayaks.
bubbles were left over from the compaction of snow that

Torbay Bergy Bit, Photo by Tim Curtis
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Because of its size it is easy to get a false sense of
changelessness of an iceberg. That is, if one observes an
iceberg for a few minutes only, you can get the impression
that not much is happening. But its a bit like watching the
minute hand on a watch (for those of you in the digital world
who still remember what a minute hand is), its hard to
perceive the movement. With icebergs, slow movement of
the whole iceberg and gradual changes within the ice are
always occurring, and they inexorably lead to sudden
catastrophic events. A good example of this was
demonstrated by an iceberg that drifted into the Bay Bulls
area on the East Coast of Newfoundland in the summer of
2000.

weather vaned a lot in the current and moved along one
shoreline, then crossed the bay for a while and then drifted
back again. More importantly, and to the point as far as
kayaker safety is concerned, the berg was constantly
changing shape. One cause of the shape change in icebergs
is melting due to sunlight, warm air and wave action. This
causes fairly gradual shape changes and it leaves the melted
surface characteristically smooth and sculpted. The other
source of shape change is fracture that causes large pieces
of ice to fall off the above-water portion. Ice can also break
off from underneath, but the most hazardous would be ice
falling from above the waterline.

This iceberg was a spectacular specimen that showed up
around the beginning of May and was grounded on the north
shore of the bay near where the walking trail begins (Image
1). The berg had a few high pinnacles and a dry dock area
(shaped like a bowl) in the middle. To the casual trail hiker
the iceberg would appear motionless and its shape
unchanging. However, for anyone with the patience to watch
it carefully for half an hour or so it could be seen to rotate
about 90 degrees around the point where it was snagged on
the bottom. In fact over the period of a few days the berg

Ice is a solid but it deforms slowly if a stress is applied to it at
normal temperatures. The stress on iceberg pinnacles and
other elevated structures high above the water is very great
because of the mass of the ice and gravitational pull. Due to
the stress in the ice some cracks at the surface can extend
and open slowly to become fissures running quite deep
(Image 3). Eventually the stress along the fissures causes a
rapid catastrophic failure that completely separates a large
piece(s) from the berg and it crashes into whatever is below.
A rough and angular surface is left on the remaining ice face
after ice has broken off an iceberg, unlike the smooth areas
that result from melting. If you see such surfaces on an

Bay Bulls Berg May 27, Photo by Bob Gagnon

Bay Bulls Berg May 28, Photo by Bob Gagnon
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iceberg then you know that not too long ago ice fell from that
area. Does it happen often? You bet. By the time icebergs
get down to our latitude they are deteriorating fairly quickly.
The Bay Bulls berg shed a lot of ice in just one 24 hour period.
A video image taken on May 27 (Image 4) shows a small
opening in the iceberg, and another image taken the next day
(Image 5) shows the opening had expanded to form a huge
arch, all due to ice pieces breaking off. The arch itself
persisted for a few days and then on June 1 it collapsed in a
very dramatic fashion, as captured on film by a French tourist
and shown on the front page of the Evening Telegram.

Generally speaking smaller icebergs, called bergy bits (house
size), and even smaller ones called growlers (car size) don’t
pose a hazard as far as falling ice is concerned, but they are
more mobile in swell and waves so care has to be exercised
so you never get yourself trapped between them and any
other hard object such as a cliff, wharf, or large boat etc.
In summary, here are a few guidelines for safe viewing of
large and small icebergs from sea kayaks:

You are in trouble if ice falls from an iceberg when you are
too close to it, or worse if you were crazy enough to paddle
into a dry dock zone surrounded by pinnacles. If you are
lucky and you or your kayak don’t get hit by the ice, you will
still have to contend with massive spray and very serious
waves of a frightening height and shape.

1. Keep a safe distance from the iceberg, at least a distance
greater than the highest feature you are observing.
2. Never paddle into the dry dock area of an iceberg, ice
falls frequently from the surrounding pinnacles. Apart
from the danger of falling ice, the wave action in a dry
dock can be heavy and chaotic even in a mild swell.
3. Avoid paddling in between a bergy bit, or growler, and
any other nearby floating or fixed objects.

Another issue associated with icebergs is instability. Since
they are constantly loosing mass to melting and fracture they
eventually become hydrostatically unstable and roll over to a
more stable orientation as a consequence. On the internet I
read about an experienced kayaker (sorry, I lost the
reference) who was killed when an iceberg rolled on him.
Rolling is another good reason to keep a good distance
between you and the iceberg. Without knowing its underwater
profile its very difficult to know how stable an iceberg is just
from what you see above water.

With proper caution icebergs can be a great source of
enjoyment for sea kayakers. When paddling in the vicinity of
an iceberg you may see small pieces of iceberg ice (a few
kilograms or less) floating around. If you can safely pick up a
piece or two from the water take it home because it goes great
in cold drinks. The melt from it is extraordinarily pure and the
compressed air in the tinny bubbles causes the ice to fizz as
it melts. Who knows, the air and water you smell and taste
from it could be the atmosphere and snow that fell thousands
of years ago when people were building the first kayaks.
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The Story of a Beginner
By Shane Bailey

In the summer of 2013 my wife rented out a few old sea kayaks for us
to paddle around Norman’s cove. Being my first time in a kayak the
first hour was pretty shaky, but as the day went on I got more
comfortable and by the end of that day I was hooked. My wife had no
idea what she had started when she took me kayaking that day.
The first two summers of kayaking I went through a few different kayaks
trying to get the right type of boat for the paddling I wanted to do. It
didn’t take me long to figure out I wanted a sea kayak.
Early this summer was my first trip with PNL in Conception Harbour.
My wife’s boss was supposed to go with her husband but she couldn’t
make the trip so she mentioned that I kayak. Derek ended up asking
me to join him on the club paddle so I thought id give it a shot and see
what it was all about. I have to say it was an excellent trip. Everyone
was more than willing to help and offer some advise, but at the same
time it was casual and I didn’t feel like I was following a line up.
After a few more paddles some of the guys told me about Wednesday
evening paddles in St Philip’s. I was pretty excited to be invited out to
a paddle that wasn’t a PNL paddle. I started going every Wednesday
from St. Philips’s to either Portugal Cove or Topsail Beach. Meeting
the Wednesday night group from the PNL trips was by far the best thing
that could have happened for me to grow my skills as a kayaker. I went
from being scared and shaky in a light wind to rock hopping and playing
in the surf. When I started going on Wednesdays I had no idea how
to do a rescue, but now after MANY swims I can do a rescue
with no problems and even have learned to roll. Throughout
the summer I’ve made a great group of friends, learned way
more than I can list here, have gone on several overnight trips,
and finally did my first solo ocean trip.
This summer I have had a chance to try all kinds of kayaks and
gear, which was also one of my favorite things about the club.
It’s much easier to make a decision on what to buy when you
have had a chance to try out different things. From trying
different kayaks I’ve now finally decided to buy an Etain 17-7,
and from trying different paddles I’m now in the middle of making
my 2nd Greenland Paddle. I have also gone to Hammock
camping, and this is a big one, I’ve gone from a wet suit to a dry
suit.
Needless to say I had no idea I would learn so much in one
summer of paddling with PNL and the people I met through the
club. I’ve made some great friends, saw some beautiful parts
of the island, and my skill and confidence has grown
exponentially. I have grown from doing laps around octagon
pond to going on 4 day sea kayaking trips. For all the people
who are new to the sport or who are just unsure about joining a
club, JOIN! The things you will see, the places you will go, and
the people you will meet, trust me it is worth joining. This is by
far been the best summer I can remember, so thanks to PNL
and to all the people who helped me grow as a paddler
throughout the summer!
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The Perfect Beginner Boat: Pyranha Fusion Crossover
By Sarah Evans

Two summers ago I was bitten badly by the paddling bug. On
a one-week trip across the province, my boyfriend signed us
up for an afternoon of what I considered to be the only activity
in the world as foolhardy and dangerous as running with the
bulls in Pamplona—that is… whitewater rafting.

down and pulls up with the tug of a tiny cord at your elbow.
My paddling knowledge up until spring of 2014 was limited to
canoes, rented sea kayaks, and recreation kayaks on mirrorflat ponds, yet even with my limited experience I feel confident
in saying the Fusion is a dream for a beginner to paddle. Its
primary and secondary stability are confidence-inspiring: you
really have to want to flip this boat on the flat to end up in the
water. Having said that, rolling it is far easier than the
high-volume creek boat I splashed around in at the Aquarena
two winters ago. Once you’re upside down, the Fusion
hip-snaps back up with ease, and I mastered the roll within a
few sessions in a chilly backyard pool—to the extreme delight
of some onlookers armed with video cameras who threatened
social media action. (#newfiewhitewater)

After weeks of nail-biting and failed excuses, I reluctantly took
a trip down the Exploits River with the crew from Rafting
Newfoundland. To my surprise, I had an absolute blast. We
were both instantly hooked. We purchased a small inflatable
fishing raft, collected some safety gear and watched dozens
of videos about paddling rivers and swiftwater rescues. After
a few fun runs on local rivers, however, we quickly realized
we’d need proper boats to take our new hobby any further.
We happily paddled our little raft until the cold weather set in,
and then spent the fall months honing our canoe skills as we
shopped excitedly for our first kayaks.
The Fusion comes with two types of outfitting: River Touring
and Connect 30. The former has a flip-up backrest designed
We were looking for a boat we could paddle through small for comfort on steadies, and foot pegs to allow for loads of
uncomplicated rapids, but also something with dry storage leg stretching room on long trips.
for overnight trips. We discovered the newish phenomenon
of crossover kayaks, and after a little research the Pyranha The Connect 30 outfitting that we chose is the type Pyranha
Fusion seemed to tick all the boxes, and then some.
uses in all their whitewater boats: a low but supportive and
easily adjustable back brace, and a foot plate to replace pegs
The Fusion is designed by the same British manufacturer that for optimum boat control in whitewater. In fact, the Connect
produces the high-end P&H sea kayaks, as well as the 30 comes with two different sizes of foot plate for tall and short
economy brand Venture kayak. The Pyranha line is dedicated paddlers, and a large three-inch-thick foam block to absorb
to excellence in whitewater—making everything from thin- impact from boulders that insist on leaping into your path
nosed playboats to high-volume creekers like the popular mid-river.
Nano and Burn, of which there are several here in the
province. The Fusion is their first crossover boat, designed Both outfittings have comfy adjustable thigh braces, and come
to integrate the features of a great whitewater boat with traits with a generous amount of foam for a perfectly customized
that also make it ideal for flatwater and multi-day trips.
pair of hip pads and additional seat cushioning.
The boat comes in three sizes, small (9’8” long x 25” wide),
medium (10’2” x 26”), and large (10’2” x 27”), and weighs
between 40-48lbs depending on the size. The weight of the
small Fusions we bought makes them a breeze for me (5’4”
and 120 lbs—of pure muscle, haha) to load onto my roof rack
by myself.

One of the biggest selling points of this boat was how much
gear we could pack into it for multi-day trips. My small Fusion
can pack almost 16 gallons into the hatch alone (over 21
gallons in the large with the wider hatch), plus space behind
the seat for a filled 10 gallon dry sack and throw bags. Per

The hull has a smooth, rounded
rocker
for
turn-on-a-dime
precision. It’s fun to scoot
around your buddies’ canoes
with the grace of a dolphin—
though admittedly it’s less fun
when they tire of it and run you
over. There’s also a super
efficient drop-down skeg that
allows for straight tracking on
long steadies and in windy
conditions. The skeg drops
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boat, we can easily fit one tent, one sleeping bag and pad,
several changes of clothing (socks, socks and more dry
socks!), shoes, three days of food, camp stove and fuel,
hatchet, first aid kit, and a breakdown paddle. With everything
spread out beside the boat, it’s truly impressive. The rear
Kajaksport dry hatch is the same one from the P&H sea
kayaks, and the handy deck pod provides even more
watertight storage for oft-used bits of equipment like a GPS,
phone, camera, lighters, and a few Lärabars. (Note: though
there is a bungee cord attachment, a strip of industrial quality
Velcro assures the pod stays in place in whitewater or during
an involuntary roll.)

functionality of a kayak and the practicality of a canoe, then
look no further. This is the perfect boat to explore the inland
waterways and quiet coastal bays of Newfoundland and
Labrador… and beyond!
As our second short boating season comes to a close, we’re
already chafing at the thought of putting the boats away for
the winter. Not including evening paddles, we took at least a
dozen out-of-town trips with the Fusions last summer, and
four or five this year. We’ve paddled many beautiful rivers
and ponds, and even enjoyed a sunny day in Cape Broyle.
After some first aid training and mastering our roll, we’ve had
a blast on some class I through III whitewater, and generally
paddled away two amazing seasons getting to know our
gorgeous province from the inside out. Knowledge and
preparation are always key to a safe and fun paddling
experience, but having a good boat I trust makes me all the
more confident each time I head out.

Paddling this boat is a thrill. It’s bullet fast in swift water,
punching through waves instead of bobbing around on top of
them. And the more gear stowed in the boat, the steadier she
floats. Out of sheer ignorance, I once managed to flip my
fully-loaded boat on the smallest rapid of the Exploits river
after a three-day trip from the dam, and everything stayed
bone dry. (Well, the gear stayed dry. Me… not so much. Fusions are priced at $999.99, unless you get lucky at
Maybe I should have ridden inside the hatch.)
$899.99 with a previous-year’s model in the off season. Alas,
these boats are not sold in the province, but they are available
A group of paddlers found on YouTube under the name online through Mountain Equipment Co-op and Freedom
Neptune’s Rangers, paddles almost exclusively the Pyranha Canoe and Kayak operating out of the Maritimes. Shipping
Fusion for ocean whitewater and rock gardening up and down costs with the latter are more than reasonable, and they carry
the American Pacific coast. If your sole interest is sea all the Pyranha-brand boats and gear.
kayaking and generally staying clear of the rocks and heavy
surf, then this is likely not the boat for you. However, if you’re See you on the water!
on the market for a boat that combines the fun and

Last Season Club Events

- Watch the PNL website for details of this years events!
Pool Sessions

Presentations

Gander and St. John’s
Tony Rostenburg; Pools Cove to Baie L’Argent
Jenn Guy; First Aid in the Pool

Narcissus Walsh; Introduction to GPS

Richard Alexander; Myth Busters (strokes)

Herman Perry and Paul Snow; Churchill River

Mark Dykeman et al.; Rolling Clinic

Jim Price, Tonny Roestenberg, Hazen Scarth;
Calamity Night

PNL Board/ The Outfitters; The Olympics

Richard Alexander; Sufferfest, Northern Labrador
John Mannion; Ethno/religious origins in
Placentia Bay
Larry Coady; Lost Canoe
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Bonavista Bay, Where Cultures Collided
By Tony Roestenberg

We crossed Morris Channel from Bloody Bay Cove, paddled
between Broad and Card Islands and then Martin Island
before setting off across Bloody Reach to land at The
Beaches. The Beaches is the location of one of the largest
Beothuk settlements found in the province. The Burnside
Heritage Foundation reports it once contained nineteen house
pits so there was plenty of room for our tents. It didn’t take a
lot of imagination to visualize what it must have been like
when it was occupied by the Beothuks.
After a shared supper the fire grew and happy hour ensued.
Darkness fell; away from city lights the stars were amazing.
There was a little astronomy lesson pointing out the different
summer constellations as the Milky Way galaxy wheeled over
I remember during the Retreat of 2009 standing on top of the head. Shane verified that the North Star was in fact pointing
hill at Bloody Point in Bonavista Bay facing north looking out the way north.
over the islands and reaches. It was an impressive sight and
one that just begged to be the destination of an extended
kayak camp trip. The pot was simmering for six years until
August when Hazen put Bonavista Bay on the agenda for the
club level II kayak camp trip. While the club trip was
cancelled, the trip did proceed as a shared adventure.
Day 1: To The Beaches
On Saturday, August 6, 2015 Dean, Dale, Derek, Hazen, Ron
L, Ron S, Shane, Terry and I arrived at Burnside to begin a
four day tour of the bottom of the Bonavista Bay west. We
put in alongside the road and got the OK from nearby
residents to leave the cars for the four days we would be
away. Shortly after 11:30 the kayaks were loaded and we
were off across Fair and False Bay heading west. Ninety
minutes later we could go no further west as we reached the
entrance to Long Reach, a 4.5 kilometre narrow channel
between Long Reach Island and the mainland. In places the
reach is only a couple of hundred metres wide and with the
lay of the land the exit seems closed until reaching the
northern end where it opens up.
There is a lot of history in this area. The first significant
location of note is Bloody Bay Cove, the site of an ancient
Beothuk stone quarry. There is an old dilapidated wharf in
the cove that leads to a path and a set of, now, treacherous
stairs leading up 100 metres to the quarry face and top of the
hill. Dale, Hazen, Ron L, Terry and I made the hike up while
the other guys amused themselves with wasps far below.
The rocks the Beothuks quarried here is the volcanic rock
rhyolite. I’ve never thought rhyolite to be suitable for arrow
heads and stone tools but possibly low grade metamorphism
associated with the Dover Fault made it workable and fracture
with sharp edges. An hour after we began the hike we were
back in the cove and ready to carry on again.
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Day 2: On to Flat Islands
Sunday we left traces of the Beothuks behind. It began in
brilliant sunshine with a little breeze blowing straight up
Bloody Reach. That meant a beam crossing in low wind
waves towards an un-named island north of Martin Island
before we had the wind at our backs for the 13 kilometre
paddle along the shore of Cottle Island. By 11:00 we were
at the north end of Cottle Island at Hare Cut Point. Just as
we came around to paddle into Mole Cove and St. Brendan’s
a front passed through bringing gusty winds and rain to face.
Fifteen minutes later we were on the beach at St. Brendan’s
huddled under the road bank cooking lunch. It didn’t take
long for the curious to come out and chat us up. On the up
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side they also gave us useful advice about our planned route “Butts”; the census for 1935 showed only 10 listings for the
to Flat Islands.
family out of hundreds and they were of the United religion.
Keep that fact in mind.
We set out again just after noon under cloudy skies promising
to break into sunny periods. Cloudy skies gave way to the Next we explored Coward Islands and passed some small
sun as we passed Dock Cove and within sight of the ferry un-named islands on our way to Willis Island. Ambling down
terminal at Shalloway Cove we began our 5 kilometre the east coast of Willis we explored a small cove guarded by
crossing to Flat Islands. I set my sights on the prominent Ships Island in its mouth. There we noticed numerous huge
Berry Head in the distance and landed on Flat Islands at 3:00. mussels growing on the bottom. Some of us got out of our
Soon we were all putting our tents up under gloriously sunny kayaks to harvest a few for lunch in the chest high water.
skies. Happy hour began early and ended under the starriest Terry discovered there as no reaching the bottom with his
sky for the second night in a row.
PFD on. I kicked mussels loose and brought them to the
surface between my feet. Shane picked some upside down
Flat Islands were settled in the 1820s first by families from while holding onto Dean’s bow.
Greenspond. The population grew mainly by an influx of
settlers from Conception Bay. By 1857 the population had After a lunch punctuated by some of the mussels we caught
grown to 210 dominated by families named Samson and we turned west to pass Bessy, Fuzz and Shelf Islands to
Ralph. By 1901 the population had grown to 891 persons but return to our campsite. As we approached Flat Islands from
the population began to decline shortly afterwards due to a the southwest we noticed three graveyards which we visited
downturn in the traditional economic activities. By the 1950s after eating supper. I wondered why three? The first was
the population had dispersed until the last departed in 1957. very old with headstones dated to the mid 1800s. The next
along the shore looked newer and the third newer still with
In the 1920s the Government decided to rename a number even more elaborate markers. Again, a review of the census
of communities due to duplication of names. There was after the fact indicated all the persons other than the ten
another Flat Islands in Placentia Bay so it was decided to United were Church of England adherents. Then it occurred
rename the Bonavista Bay Flat Islands to the Samson Islands. to me that they would logically burry their dead close and once
The other prominent family on the islands, the Ralphs, the useable ground was exhausted another location would
objected and the Placentia Bay islands became Port have to be opened. Thus, the south coastline of Flat Islands
Eizabeth.
had a necklace of three cemeteries extending along the
shore. The night ended with our usual fire and consumption
Day 3: A tour of Flat Islands
of the remaining medicine.
Camped at Flat Islands on waking on day three of a four day Day 4: Return to civilization
trip we were one day’s paddle away from Burnside where we
put in. Therefore, it was decided to leave our tents up and Day four was an uneventful 20 kilometre paddle where
do a tour of Flat Islands and environs.
everyone seemed to be focused on the return to civilization.
We retraced part of our steps from the previous day but in
We weaved our way northwest through the islands paddling reverse this time paddling along the south shore of Willis.
between North Island and Inside Battery. At North Island From there we made a short two kilometre crossing to Morris
Dean, Derek and I got out to walk around a small cemetery Island by way of Varket Islet for a short break before making
perched on the edge of the cliffs. One grave was so close to the final three kilometre crossing to Squid Island and the end
the edge it could not possibly have been very deep. of the trip.
Cemeteries in Newfoundland are usually segregated by
religion. A subsequent review of census data explained this The trip was not officially over though until we had our
one perched on the edge of the land. The headstones were customary feed of fish and chips at Charlottetown before
returning home.
For more pictures and commentary you can check out Dean’s
blog entry on the trip:
http://nlkayakoholic.blogspot.ca/2015/08/2015-post-37another-kayak-camp-trip.html
And mine at:
http://mynewfoundlandkayakexperience.blogspot.ca/search/
label/Bonavista%20Bay%202015
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“May his passion be forever remembered so it will
inspire others to live as he lived”

The National Paddling Wall of Honour was created by Paddle Canada to recognize individuals who have made a
momentous contribution to canoeing, river kayaking, sea kayaking, and standup paddle boarding in the great paddling
nation of Canada. It is reserved for individuals who have demonstrated passion, skill and commitment to paddling and
leadership in paddling instruction at the national level.
Therefore, it is with great pride that:
For his many years of service on the Sea Kayak Program Development Committee;
For helping ensure the early growth and success of the national sea and river kayak programs; For creating a passion for
canoeing, kayaking and standup paddle boarding among several
generations of individuals as an expert instructor and instructor trainer;
And, for sharing his passion for wilderness travel with the national paddling community; the Board of Directors of Paddle
Canada, by unanimous vote on November 6, 2015,
inducted Mr. James William Price into the National Paddling Wall of Honour

Darren McDonald presenting Jamie Price
with the Jim Price Paddling Wall of Honour
Certificate at Jim Price Night, Nov. 10, 2015
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Replace That iPad With A Kayak
By Brad Ball

With a lifetime of IT experience I cannot deny that I love
technology. But, like many small town Newfoundlanders, I
grew up on the ocean and in the woods and that call of nature
is in my blood more than anything else. There is no place I’d
rather be than exploring a new hiking trail or sitting in my
kayak and being bounced around with the ocean swell. In
fact, if I’m doing one, I often wish I could be doing the other.
Oh to be in two places at once! There is no better therapy for
me than leaving the digital world behind and just finding peace
in nature, especially the ocean.

unexpected side effect… he became extremely interested in
looking up the history of any old wrecks we explored.
Exercise, education and father/son bonding… money well
spent!
We were also lucky enough to see several whales, witness
tuna feeding in Bay Bulls, explore beautiful and historic
Brigus, kayak around the yacht club in CBS and do a quick
tour of Ferryland, just to name a few. And what trip would be
complete without a deep fried mars bar or worms-n-dirt ice
cream? As parents, many of us have our kids in sports and
other structured activities which is great. But there is just
something special about finding ways to get them hooked on
the beauty of nature. I am hoping that 2015 was the year I
planted the seeds for many years of ocean adventure with
my son. In his own words, “The kayaking adventures that I
have with my Dad are really exciting. It is really interesting to
explore the many places you cannot get to by foot”.

So what evil plan could I come up with to get my 13 year old
son bitten with that same bug for the ocean? What could
possibly compete with the iPad? Well, buy him a sea kayak
and tell him about old shipwrecks of course! Did it work? I’ll
let the pictures speak for themselves but I’m thinking it was
a huge success. We have had so many awesome father/son
trips this year such as exploring the old Kyle in Harbor Grace
and the SS Charcot in Conception Harbor. The latter long
thought to be the SS Sposa until identified as the Charcot by We both look forward to meeting many fellow kayakers in our
the Shipwreck Preservation Society in 2013. Not only did my future travels together.
evil plan get my son hooked on kayaking but it had an
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